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Model (DCM) to the size of the spatial units used as choice set (which relates
to the well-known Modifiable Areal Unit Problem). Job's location choices in
Brussels (Belgium) are used as the case study. DCMs are implemented within
different Land Use and Transport Interactions (LUTI) models (UrbanSim, ILUTE)
to forecast jobs or household location choices. Nevertheless, no studies have
assessed their sensitivity to the size of the Basic Spatial Units (BSU) in an
urban context. The results show significant differences in parameter estimates
between BSUs. Assuming that new jobs are distributed among the study area
proportionally to the utility level predicted by the DCM for each BSU (as in a LUTI
model), it is also demonstrated that the spatial distribution of these new jobs varies
with the size of the BSUs. These findings mean that the scale of the BSU used
in the model can influence the output of a LUTI mode...
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Abstract. This paper proposes an empirical analysis of the sensitivity of Discrete Choice
Model (DCM) to the size of the spatial units used as choice set. This is related to
the well-documented Modifiable Areal Unit Problem). Employment location choices in
Brussels, Belgium are used for the case study. DCMs are implemented within different
Land Use and Transport Interactions (LUTI) models (UrbanSim, ILUTE) to forecast jobs
and household location choices. Nevertheless, no studies have yet assessed their sensitivity
to the size of the Basic Spatial Units (BSU) in an urban context. The results show
significant differences in parameter estimates between BSU level. Under the assumption
from the LUTI model that new jobs are distributed among the study area proportionally
to the utility level predicted by the DCM for each BSU level, it is demonstrated that the
spatial distribution of these new jobs varies with the size of the BSUs. These findings
indicate that the BSU level used in the model can influence the output of a LUTI model
relying on DCM to forecast location choices of agents and, therefore, have important
operational implications for land-use planning.
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1 Introduction
Discrete Choice Models (DCM) have been widely used to forecast location choices for
economic activities (see Arauzo-Carod et al. 2010). Like other econometric methods,
they may however be influenced by spatial biases when the choice set consists in areal
units (see Section 2). For instance, Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın (2004), by comparing
firm’s location choices in Catalonia (Spain) for three levels of administrative units, found
significant differences in the parameter estimates of the DCM. This issue is particularly
relevant for Land-Use and Transport Interactions (LUTI) models, since most state-of-
the-art LUTI models rely on DCMs to forecast agents’ location choices (e.g. CUF-2, see
Landis, Zhang 1998a, Landis, Zhang 1998b; UrbanSim, see Waddell 2000, Noth et al.
2003; or ILUTE, see Salvini, Miller 2005, Hunt et al. 2005; see Wegener 2004 for review).
Moreover, the availability of detailed data sets on firms’ locations means that empirical
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studies have evolved from aggregated to disaggregated areas (e.g. census wards instead
of municipalities or regions; see McCann, Sheppard 2003, Guimaraes et al. 2004, and
Arauzo-Carod et al. 2010). A similar trend from large to small Basic Spatial Units (BSU)
can be observed in LUTI models.
Discrete Choice Models allow for the computing of the utility of each areal unit in the
choice set and thus the probability that an agent selects a given BSU. This framework is
consistent with the analysis of employment location choices, because the utility theory
relies directly on location selection by profit maximizing firms (Shukla, Waddell 1991).
However, the sensitivity of DCM to the size (equivalent to the number) of the BSUs
used as a choice set remains largely an open question. In particular, existing works
(Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın 2004) are based on areal units larger than those generally
used in LUTI models, which utilize either municipalities or census tracts. De Palma
et al. (2007) estimated household location choices in Paris from two levels of small urban
areas and found variations in the parameter estimates, but do not provide a systematic
comparison of these variations.
The general aim of this paper is thus to examine how, in an urban context, DCM
are influenced by a change of the size of the BSUs used as the choice set. To provide an
answer as complete as possible to this question, we consider three successive research
questions.
First, do the parameter estimates of DCM vary with the size of the spatial units
that constitute the choice set? An empirical analysis of employment location choice is
conducted for two spatial patterns: monocentric, using jobs in services, and polycentric,
using industrial activities (see Section 3). The case study is the urban region of Brussels
(Belgium), and four levels of hierarchical administrative units are used as the BSUs. Let
us add here that the aim of the paper is not to study industrial location choices. The
data set was used because of its availability, and the two activities sectors serve as proxies
for the different spatial pattern. The econometric framework is identical to the DCM
implemented in the UrbanSim LUTI model: a linear-in-parameter, utility maximizing,
multinomial logit model (MNL) (see Waddell et al. 2003).
Second, are the variations of parameter estimates between BSU levels significant com-
pared to misspecification issues? Amrhein (1995) and Briant et al. (2010), among others,
show that the latter may be larger than the former. Hence five different specifications are
estimated for each location choice model to allow for a comparison of variations between
BSU levels and specifications and, therefore, of the relative importance of spatial biases
versus misspecification issues.
Third, what are the operational implications? A clustering procedure is conducted
to compare the structure of the probability of location through scales. Furthermore,
assuming that new jobs are created and are allocated through the BSUs proportionally
to the predicted utility level, as in a LUTI model, we test for variation in the locational
distribution of these new jobs per spatial units when simulated for different BSUs.
To cover these questions, the paper is organized as follows: Challenges arising from
the use of spatial choice set in a DCM are shortly presented in Section 2. The case studies
and the methodology are detailed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results, which are
then discussed in Section 5. And lastly, the conclusion is presented in Section 6.
2 Methodological challenges of DCM with spatial choice set
Compared to the classical stated preferences framework, the implementation of DCM
in LUTI models rely on revealed preferences data sets (i.e. data sets with the actual
location of the firms; see Wardman 1988 for a comparison of these approaches). The
reason for this is that LUTI models do not use a continuous representation of space.
The choice set corresponds to areal units, such as census tracts or municipalities, and
includes a very large number of alternatives. Fundamentals of DCM are simple: an agent
selects one alternative among those available (the choice set), in order to maximize his
utility at the time when the choice is made (Ben Akiva, Lerman 1985). These alternatives
have to be mutually exclusive, exhaustive and their number must be finite (Train 2003)
conditions that all hold for areal units. In the classical specification of an MNL model,
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the probability that an alternative i is selected (P (i), see Equation 1) depends on its
utility Ui, which itself relies on Xi, the characteristics of i.
P (i) =
eUi∑
i 6=j eUj
with Ui = βiXi + i (1)
For computational tractability purposes, DCM implemented in LUTI models rely
thus on the classical linear-in-parameter, utility maximization (MNL model with random
sampling of alternatives (Waddell 2002, Hunt et al. 2005, see also Section 3). This
traditional MNL model suffers criticisms on both theoretical and operational points of
view when applied on a spatial choice set.
One common problem for a choice set composed of areal units is that the Indepen-
dence of Irrelevant Alternatives assumption is unlikely to hold in the presence of spatial
autocorrelation among alternatives (Sener et al. 2011). This bias can be controlled by
accounting for shared unobserved characteristics between adjacent alternatives (General-
ized Spatially Correlated Logit, see Guo, Bhat 2004, Sener et al. 2011), or by including
a spatially weighted average to the utility function of each alternative (Alama´-Sabater
et al. 2011). None of these models are, however, implemented in operational LUTI models
(see Wegener 2004). The use of nested logit has also been suggested (see Cornelis et al.
2012 for an application to residential location choice in Belgium). Such a framework was
also implemented in different LUTI models (IRPUD, see Wegener 2011, UrbanSim, see
Waddell et al. 2003, and PECAS, see Hunt et al. 2009). However, the different levels
rarely consist of spatial units (such as the urban areas/suburbs/commuting zone/rural
areas typology used by Cornelis et al. 2012), but rather of different types of buildings
(e.g. houses, flats, etc.).
The choice set can also be different among agents (Thill 1992), especially for residential
location choices (see Pagliara, Wilson 2010, for review). The random sampling of
alternatives assumes a perfect knowledge of all alternatives, which is unrealistic given
the limited capacity of agents for gathering information (see Fotheringham et al. 2000,
Meester, Pellenberg 2006). Imperfect information is captured in some LUTI models (e.g.
IRPUD, see Wegener 2011), but they constitute the exceptions.
The sensitivity to the size of the areal units used in the choice set of the DCM (i.e.
the scale effect component of the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem [MAUP], see Openshaw,
Taylor 1979), which is the scope of this paper, has been far less studied than other
econometric methods. Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın (2004) compared firm’s location
choices for three levels of administrative units, using both DCM and Count Data Models
(CDM). They observe significant differences between parameter estimates and conclude
that location choice factors do not act uniformly with the scale over broad geographic
regions. However, their study area (Catalonia region, Spain) and areal units (provinces
or municipalities) cannot be compared easily to typical applications of LUTI models
(metropolitan areas with smaller BSUs such as census tract). Hence, there is a need
to extend the sensitivity analysis to an urban case study. An example for residential
location choice in Paris (France) can be found in de Palma et al. (2007): they conclude
that the factors driving these choices vary with the size of the spatial unit considered
(municipalities or grid cells of 500 by 500 meters), but they do not provide a complete
analysis on the influence of the MAUP. Note that for smaller BSUs, another difficulty
comes from the fact that the relevant extension of the neighbourhood taken into account
by agents can exceed the size of these areal units. Improvements of the classical MNL
specification, such as a multi-scale modelling structure, should then be used (Guo, Bhat
2004). But this specification is itself sensitive to the definition of the neighbourhood (Guo,
Bhat 2007), and currently not implemented in LUTI models.
Finally, an ideal specification of DCM with spatial choice set is one that is independent
of the level of aggregation in the definition of the zone. That is to say, a model where
the probability of a zone i, created by merging two zones j and k, is equal to the sum
of the probabilities of j and k, such that P (i) = P (j) + P (k). However, that equality
only holds if the utilities need to be expressed logarithmically, but such a specification is
far more computationally intensive than the classical linear-in-parameters specification,
and not commonly implemented in econometric software (Train 2003). This example
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does not correspond exactly to the situation assessed in this work, since the estimation
of DCM for two different level of BSU will lead to two independent set of parameter
estimates. However, it illustrates that the linear-in-parameter MNL model is far from
ideal for spatial choice sets.
3 Methods and data
3.1 Case studies
The study area is centred on the city of Brussels, Belgium – the main employment center of
the country. Its administrative delineation, the Brussels-Capital Region (BCR), included
650,000 jobs and 19% of the GDP in 2007 (Thisse, Thomas 2007, 2010). As in many
other cities, due to urban sprawl, this official delineation of Brussels does not correspond
anymore to the city’s area of influence (Dujardin et al. 2007, Cheshire 2010), and thus
functional delineations should be used.
The use of a real-world application was driven mostly by data availability. Admin-
istrative and statistical delineations in Belgium have a high level of spatial detail (see
below), thus allowing us to study the effect of scale in a more continuous way than in
previous works. The influence of the MAUP on econometric estimations often relies on
synthetic data sets (see Fotheringham, Wong 1991; for correlation and linear regression,
see Amrhein 1995), but no comparable works exist for DCM. In particular, Arauzo-Carod,
Manjo´n-Antol´ın (2004) and de Palma et al. (2007) both rely on empirical case studies.
Synthetic data sets remove the potential misspecification bias, since they allow controlling
the relationship between dependant and independent variables. They also have the
advantage of permitting more systematic variations of the size of the BSU level. However,
we believe that sensitivity analysis based on empirical data provides more direct insights
for operational applications of DCM, hence the use of Brussels.
Moreover, we can expect that the sensitivity of DCM to scales will be affected by the
underlying spatial distribution of firms, and thus employment: if jobs are concentrated
in a large employment center, this center will always emerge from the neighbouring
areas. On the contrary, if jobs are scattered through small employment centres, these
small centres may be diluted within their neighbourhood for larger BSUs. To assess this
potential effect, two case studies are considered, corresponding to two different spatial
patterns. The first case study (Monocentric) examines the location choices of jobs in the
tertiary sector on a small and monocentric study area, the Urban Region of Brussels.
Defined by (van Hecke et al. 2009), this region corresponds to the area with strong direct
links to the CBD of Brussels, notably through commuting. The combination of the high
centrality of jobs in tertiary activities and of a small study area results in a monocentric
case, with most of the job concentrated in the CBD of Brussels (Figure 1a).
In the second case study (Polycentric) location choices of industrial jobs are estimated
on a large, polycentric study area. The so-called RER (for “Re´seau Express Re´gional”)
zone (Moniteur Belge 2004) has been used. It corresponds to the extension of a fast
train network to and from Brussels, which is currently under construction, and includes
different secondary cities: Aalst, Mechelen and Leuven in the north (Flanders) and Wavre
and Louvain-La-Neuve in the south (Wallonia). Together with the less concentrated
distribution of jobs observed for industrial activities than for services, the larger extent of
this area under study leads to a more polycentric structure (Figure 1b). Figure A.1 (in
Appendix) shows the extension of these studies areas, and the administrative units used
as BSUs (see also Table 1).
3.1.1 Basic spatial units
Four levels of administrative and statistical units are used in the analyses, the higher of
which is the municipality. Each can be subdivided into former municipalities. Moreover,
for census purposes, former municipalities can be divided into sections, themselves
composed of several statistical wards. These statistical wards are the smallest areal
unit for which data are available from the Belgian Directorate General Statistics and
Economical Information Office (DGSIE 2013) are the statistical wards. Note that they
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the BSU per case study
Monocentric Polycentric
Basic Spatial Units n Min Mean Max n Min Mean Max
Statistical wards 2074 0.01 0.7 14.9 4223 0.01 0.9 15.9
Sections 550 0.01 2.6 15.4 1217 0.01 3.3 16.5
Former municipalities 173 0.25 8.7 45 473 0.25 8.7 45
Municipalities 62 1.06 23.8 68.6 126 1.06 32.4 96.4
are supposed to be homogeneous on social, functional or morphological (land-use) point
of view (van Hecke et al. 2009). These BSU level are hierarchical, meaning that a BSU of
level n is strictly contained in only one BSU of level n+1 (see Figure A.1b, in Appendix)1.
Conversely, it means that statistical wards can be aggregated recursively into sections,
former municipalities, and municipalities, with a perfect overlap of their boundaries. Since
this paper focuses on operational implications, we do not consider artificial territorial
units (i.e. division of space based on raster, gridcells, or Thiessen polygons).
Few studies exist on location choices of firms or jobs for our case study, except Baudewyns
(1999) and Baudewyns et al. (2000) who use a different framework (stated preferences).
Nevertheless, Marissal et al. (2006) show that jobs remain concentrated in central places
(see also Riguelle et al. 2007) even if between 1991 and 2001 job growth was systematically
lower in the city center than in the suburbs. The tertiary sector (i.e. the Monocentric case
study and financial activities in particular) is highly concentrated in the Brussels-Capital
Region, while non-trade services are less concentrated but still reflect the distribution of
the population and, consequently, the urban structure (Marissal et al. 2006). Secondary
cities are of a higher importance for industrial activities (i.e. the Polycentric case study),
especially in Flanders.
3.1.2 Employment location
For job location data, the Home-To-Work Travel (HTWT) Survey of 2008 (see Witlox
et al. 2011, van Malderen et al. 2012) was used. This survey is a legal requirement, which
allows a response rate above 90%. For all firms located in Belgium with at least one
hundred employees, the survey gives the geographic coordinates of all plants of more
than thirty employees. The NACE-BEL 2008 2-digits classification of economic activities
(DGSIE 2013) was used to select the firms in industrial activities (NACE code from 12
to 45 included) that compose the Polycentric case study, and in services (NACE codes
higher than 45), for the Monocentric case study. Note that since the HTWT data set is
limited to firms of more than one hundred employees, it only accounts for 57% of the
total number of jobs in tertiary sector and 43% for industrial activities (ONSS 2015). It
should also be noted that the HTWT database includes all jobs at one given time, rather
than jobs that recently relocated. Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of jobs for the
two case studies considered in this paper. Descriptive statistics of the number of jobs per
BSU are given by Table 1.
3.1.3 Zonal characteristics
The econometric model used in this work (see Section 3.2) follows the neoclassical
perspective (Hayter 1997), which assumes that agents are rational and have perfect
information (see Shukla, Waddell 1991, Waddell et al. 2003). In such a conceptual
framework, location determinants are cost-driving factors (e.g. agglomeration economies,
transport infrastructure, and technology or human capital; see Arauzo-Carod et al. 2010
for review). The variables used in this work attempt to cover these three categories. There
are two reasons why we chose such variables instead of the wide range of variables that
1The chronology of administrative and statistical delineations in Belgium is the following: former
municipalities were aggregated into municipalities in 1977. Sections and statistical wards have been
defined afterward, to analyse the results of the census in 1991.
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could be taken as a proxy. First, given the large variations in the size of the BSU level
(see Table 1), we restrained ourselves to variables expected to play a role at all scales,
excluding local characteristics that could have been significant for smaller BSUs alone
(see de Palma et al. 2007). Furthermore, only relatively simple variables were considered:
Variables that were directly available (see below) or do not require complex GIS data
processing and could be aggregated into larger BSUs by sums or means.
For agglomeration economies, the density of jobs was selected. However, since a
one time-step data set was used (and not firms that recently relocated), explaining the
employment location by the employment density lead to a major endogeneity concern.
Preliminary analysis proved that including the employment density in the model precluded
any other variables to have a significant effect, and this variable has thus been excluded.
Another problem is encountered for technology and human capital that mostly rely on
socio-economic factors: The Directorate General Statistics and Economic Information
(DGSIE) only disclose real estate prices at the municipalities level. Most studies on real
estate prices in Belgium (Goffette-Nagot et al. 2011, Cavailhe`s, Thomas 2012, Jones
et al. 2015) thus use municipalities as the level of analysis. There is no example of the
estimation of a disaggregated indicator of real estate values at the statistical ward level
(which would be a complete work in itself).
Moreover, simply attributing to all lower-level BSU the value of the municipality to
which it belongs may bias econometric estimations and do not seem a good option in a
work dedicated to the sensitivity of econometric estimations to scale. Hence, real estate
prices will not be used in this work. Population density (POP DENS), available from
the DGSIE at the statistical ward level, is instead used as a proxy. It is defined as the
number of inhabitants per square kilometre. Population density is likely to have a positive
influence on utilities for larger BSUs (municipalities and former municipalities) since it
will represent, at this scale, urban areas. However, for smaller BSUs, a negative influence
can be assumed due to competition for land (a high population density meaning that
there is no or few spaces left for other activities).
Transport and accessibility amenities are represented by four variables: travel time
(TIME BXL) to Brussels by car (in minutes), with congestion included, is used as an
indicator for accessibility to the main employment center. Travel times are computed
between the centroid of each of the BSUs and the centroid of the municipality of Brussels
(data from Vandenbulcke et al. 2007). The accessibility to jobs (ACC JOBS) is a Shimbel
index of the travel time by car (data from Vandenbulcke et al. 2007) between i and
all other spatial units of the same level in Belgium, weighted by the total number of
jobs (self-employed excluded) located in these BSUs, from the HTWT database. Local
amenities are accounted for by the Euclidean distance between the centroid of each of
the BSU and (a) the closest IC/IR trains station2 (DIST TRAIN) and (b) the closest
entry/exit on a highway (DIST HGW). In Belgium, Baudewyns et al. (2000) found a
positive impact of transport infrastructure on location choice of firms and similar findings
are numerous in the empirical literature (see Arauzo-Carod et al. 2010 for review). These
variables are thus expected to have a positive parameter estimate for both case studies
and for all BSU level.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of these explanatory factors and their descriptive
statistics are given by Table 2. For BSU level larger than the statistical ward, the
databases were generated by aggregation of the initial data either by sums or means.
Note that in the econometric model, all of these variables are expressed logarithmically.
3.2 Econometric estimations and sensitivity analysis
3.2.1 Location choice model
Our framework is identical to the Employment Location Choice Model in UrbanSim
(see Waddell et al. 2003). It corresponds to the classical linear-in-parameters, utility
maximizing MNL model (Ben Akiva, Lerman 1985). No alternative specific constants
are included. As proposed by McFadden (1978), rather than using the complete choice
2A main train station is here defined as a train station where IC (intercity, fast direct trains) and IR
(interregio, semi direct trains) train calls.
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set we select for each observation a subset composed of the selected alternative and
nine randomly selected non-chosen alternatives. The model is based on an individual
representation of jobs (rather than firms). Hence, no firm-specific factors are included
and the only characteristics of the jobs taken into account are their current location.
Explanatory variables are thus limited to site-specific factors. This choice matches those
made in recent applications of the UrbanSim model, where the characteristics of the firm
are not taken into account (see e.g. Waddel et al. 2007, Nicolas et al. 2008, Cabrita et al.
2015 for Brussels).
It is however clear that the little effort made to jointly consider plant and zone factors
remains one weakness of DCM, and consequently of our work (Arauzo-Carod et al. 2010;
see Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın 2004 for an analysis that considers both the size of
the firms and of the areal units). Models for Monocentric and Polycentric case studies
are estimated independently, the dependent variable being in both cases the type of BSU
where the job is located. Estimations are performed in R, with the ’mlogit’ package
(Croissant 2012).
3.2.2 Sensitivity analysis
For each case study, the methodology was the following. Six different combinations of the
independent variables were drawn (Table 3). They focus on socio-economic characteristics,
on accessibility indicators or on a mix of these factors. Two reasons explain the use
of estimation of different specifications. First, Amrhein (1995) and Briant et al. (2010)
argue that for econometric models, the misspecification’s issue induces larger variations
of parameter estimates than those observed between BSU level. It was thus necessary to
test this issue here (which corresponds to our second research question). Moreover, no
studies on employment location choices based on a DCM model exist for our case study
(see Section 3.1).
We would stress here that our goal is not to find the best explanatory model for
employment location choices in Brussels. This data set was used because it was available
and it allows for comparing different spatial patterns (monocentric and polycentric).
Hence, only simple variables are used as independent factors. One could wonder if the
use of a more detailed model will not reduce variations across scales. This is, however,
not our opinion, since previous work using more complex specifications found significant
variations of parameter estimates between BSU level (Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın
2004, de Palma et al. 2007). The use of a more advanced method is perhaps a better way,
with the restriction that they are not, to the exception of nested logit, implemented in
LUTI models, nor in most operational applications of DCM (see Section 2).
These specifications are estimated for the four levels of BSUs. The “benchmark”
model (i.e. the one used in the sensitivity analysis of the DCM to the size of the
BSUs, corresponding to the first research question) is then selected among the estimated
specifications using the following conditions: (a) the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
has to be lower, or similar to the other specifications, and (b) all variables should be
significant (for α = 0.05). Other specifications will be used to compare the magnitude
of the variations of parameter estimates between BSU level to those observed between
specifications – corresponding to the second research question.
Both the direction and magnitude of these variations are examined. Direction consists
in studying whether the parameter estimates increase or decrease with the size of the BSUs
and if a change of signs can be observed (between BSU level and between specifications).
The magnitude refers to the absolute differences between parameter estimates. In
particular, we aim to identify which pairs of parameter estimates are significantly different
from each other (between BSU level and between specifications) by pair wise t-tests (using
Bonferroni correction of the p-values).
The last step is to assess operational implications (the third research question). In
LUTI models using DCM to forecast location choices of jobs, the predicted probabilities
of location (Equation 1) are used to distribute new and/or relocating jobs among the
BSUs (Waddell 2002, Waddell et al. 2003). On a pure operational point of view, it can
thus be argued that the variations of parameter estimates through scales are of little
importance as long as the spatial structure of these predicted probabilities of location
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Figure 1: Variables of the location choices model, at the municipalities level (discretization:
jenks)
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Table 2: Summary statistics of location choices determinants for the RER zone (SD =
standard deviation).
BSU Variables Min Mean Max SD
Statistical Log(POP DENS) 0 6.33 10.71 2.24
wards Log(ACC JOBS) 10.68 10.82 11.67 0.30
Log(TIME BXL) 0 2.68 3.8 0.81
Log(DIST TRAIN) 4.5 8.02 9.75 0.82
Log(DIST HGW) 3.57 7.34 9.49 0.98
Jobs in Services 0 164 10 620 679
Jobs in Industry 0 15 3 281 126
Sections Log(POP DENS) 0 5.99 10.34 1.59
Log(ACC JOBS) 10.28 10.77 11.64 0.28
Log(TIME BXL) 0 2.78 3.8 0.66
Log(DIST TRAIN) 5.47 8.15 9.74 0.78
Log(DIST HGW) 4.4 7.5 9.48 0.94
Jobs in Services 0 621 24 238 1 887
Jobs in Industry 0 54 3 281 250
Former Log(POP DENS) 0 5.71 9.55 1.23
municipalities Log(ACC JOBS) 10.28 10.70 11.62 0.24
Log(TIME BXL) 0 2.92 3.8 0.54
Log(DIST TRAIN) 6.07 8.32 9.74 0.71
Log(DIST HGW) 5.21 7.72 9.48 0.83
Jobs in Services 0 1 976 58 618 5 481
Jobs in Industry 0 139 4 796 461
Municipalities Log(POP DENS) 3.77 6.24 9.55 1.06
Log(ACC JOBS) 10.31 10.80 11.62 0.28
Log(TIME BXL) 0 2.71 3.73 0.57
Log(DIST TRAIN) 6.07 8.1 9.62 0.68
Log(DIST HGW) 5.47 7.45 9.3 0.81
Jobs in Services 0 5 514 103 675 13 628
Jobs in Industry 0 522 6 282 1 033
remains identical. To further understand, let us use a hypothetical: Imagine a municipality
composed of 10 statistical wards. If the sum of the predicted probability of location
by statistical wards is equal to the probability predicted for the municipality, then the
scale does not influence their spatial structure whatever the variations observed in the
parameter estimates between these two BSU levels.
Moreover, their sum over all alternatives being equal to one, an increase in the utility
of one zone will (all other things being equal) increase the probability of that zone and
decrease those of all other zones. Hence, the link (through utilities) between variations of
parameter estimates and predicted probability of location is not direct. Let us add the
fact that multivariate specifications are used (i.e. an increase of a parameter estimate
can be compensated by a decrease of another one). Descriptive statistics of variables also
change between the four levels of BSU. These reasons make it difficult to identify the exact
influence of the variations of parameter estimates. Operational implications of the choice
of the BSU level on LUTI models using DCM to forecast employment location choices
are thus assessed using the predicted probability of location, by a two-step procedure.
First, a cluster analysis (ward method) was realized. The observations used are the
statistical wards, each being characterized by its probability of location (predicted by
the benchmark model) and by the probabilities of location of the three larger BSU levels
to which it belongs. It has the advantage of using the statistical wards as BSU, rather
than aggregating the predicted probabilities per municipalities, allowing for a finer spatial
level of analysis. Another benefit is that it allows us to take into account the four levels
of BSU, rather than conduct two-by-two comparisons. The optimal number of clusters
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Table 3: Specifications of the DCM estimated for Monocentric and Polycentric case study
(1 if the variable is included in the specification, 0 otherwise)
Specifications
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
POP DENS 0 1 0 1 0
ACC JOBS 1 1 0 0 1
TIME BXL 0 0 1 1 1
DIST TRAIN 1 1 1 1 1
DIST HGW 1 1 1 1 1
is determined by the combination of CCC (Sarle 1983), pseudo-t2 (Duda, Hart 1973),
and CH index (Calinski, Harabasz 1974). The underlying idea is that a similar spatial
structure of the predicted probability of location should lead to a linear progression of
descriptive statistics per cluster. That is to say, one cluster should have relatively low
probability of location for all BSU levels, another medium probability, and so on. A
cluster corresponding, for instance, to statistical wards that have a low probability of
location for smaller BSU but a high probability for larger BSU means, on the contrary,
that the spatial structure of potential employment centres varies through scales.
Second, the following exercise is conducted: an increase of 1% of the number of
jobs is assumed (e.g. because of economic growth), and these “new” jobs are randomly
distributed among BSUs, each of the BSU being weighted by their probability of location
predicted by the DCM. Again, this procedure mimics those employed in LUTI models
(see Waddell et al. 2003). The predicted number of “new” jobs per municipalities can then
be compared to the predicted number per statistical wards, by aggregating the latter one
at the municipality level. To mitigate the stochastic variations, one hundred repetitions
of the distribution procedure are used.
To sum up, the workflow of the sensitivity analysis can be summarized as follows: (1)
creation of a set of specifications, (2) estimation for the four levels of BSU, (3) selection of
the benchmark model, (4) analysis of parameter estimates variations through scales, (5)
analysis of parameter estimates variations across specifications, (6) cluster analysis, and
(7) analysis of the variations in the spatial distribution of new jobs among BSUs. The
estimations were repeated over one hundred independent samples of 1% of the observations
(in the further analysis, the mean parameter estimate over the one hundred samples is
used).
4 Results
4.1 Selection of the benchmark model
Figure 2 gives AIC values through specifications. For the Monocentric case study, the
variations observed across specifications are never significant. Non-significant parameter
estimates (see Table 4) are found for specifications (2), (4), and (5). Moreover, specifica-
tions (1) and (5) exhibits a multicollinearity problem between the accessibility to jobs
and either the distance to highways or the travel time to Brussels, leading to negative
parameter estimates for the former variable. Hence, specification (3) will be used as a
benchmark for further analysis of the variations through scales, since its goodness-of-fit is
similar to those of the other specifications and all the parameter estimates are significant
and of the expected sign (i.e. the utility decreases when the distance to Brussels or to
the transport infrastructure increases).
For the Polycentric case study, at the statistical ward level, the AIC value is significantly
lower for specifications (2) and (4). Non-significant parameter estimates are found for all
cases (see Table 5), but less frequently for specifications (2) and (3). The multicollinearity
issue remains present, but its magnitude is reduced. Hence, for comparability purpose
with the Monocentric case study, it was decided to use specification (3) as a benchmark
here as well. Other specifications are used to compare variations linked to the size of the
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Figure 2: Variations of AIC through specifications (dots = AIC values, error bar = mean
+/- 1 standard deviation; specifications are ordered by increasing value of AIC at the
Statistical wards level)
BSUs with the variations between specifications.
Note that the McFadden pseudo R-square (see Tables 4 and 5) of the benchmark
model is in most cases slightly lower than the one of specifications (2) and (4). However,
the differences remain weak, especially since these specifications include four independent
factors instead of three for the benchmark.
4.2 Variations of parameter estimates through BSU level
Across BSU levels, parameter estimates of the benchmark model are significantly different
(at the 5% level) for all variables, on all pairs of BSU levels and for both the Monocentric
and Polycentric case studies. The only exception is the statistical wards/sections pair
for DIST HGW (results of the pairwise t-test comparisons are given in Table A.1 in
Appendix).
Parameter estimates of the benchmark model do not evolve monotonously with the
size of the BSUs For the Monocentric case, municipalities appear to behave differently
than the three smaller BSU levels, especially for DIST TRAIN and DIST HGW (Table
4). For the Polycentric case (Table 5) depending on the variable, statistical wards and
municipalities appear different from the other BSU levels. No sign changes are observed
among parameter estimates of the benchmark model. It should be noted, however, that
TIME BXL evolves from a non-significant to a positive effect with the size of the BSUs
for the Polycentric case study.
4.3 Variations of parameter estimates between specifications
Most parameter estimates are also significantly different between the benchmark model
and control specifications for most variables and BSU levels (Table A.2 in Appendix).
Non-significant differences appear, however, more frequent, and are mainly observed
between the benchmark model and model (4) or (5). The municipalities and sections
BSU levels shows more non-significant differences than the two others, without clear
explanations. The parameter estimates are also less frequently significantly different for
the Polycentric case study than for the Monocentric one, which may be linked to the
lower number of jobs.
Sign changes among parameter estimates remain limited, for the Monocentric case
study, to the former municipalities level: the parameter estimates of TIME BXL are
positive for model (5), but negative in the benchmark model. The same opposition can be
observed for the DIST TRAIN variable between model (1) and the benchmark. For the
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Polycentric case, no change of signs can be observed for TIME BXL and DIST HGW, only
evolutions from significant to non-significant. The DIST TRAIN variable shows opposite
parameter estimates between model (2) and the benchmark at the Former municipalities
and Municipalities level. As one could have expected, differences in parameter estimates
appear to be linked to the degree of similarity between specifications in terms of variables
included (such as the benchmark model and model 4). The inclusion of only one additional
variable may, however, have a high influence on parameter estimates, as showed by the
pair of specifications (1) and (2), and between the benchmark model and model (5).
4.4 Spatial structure of the predicted probability of location
Using the benchmark model, highest probabilities of location are found in the Brussels
city centre for both BSUs and case studies, which is consistent with the sign of parameter
estimates (Tables 4 and 5). Other clusters of BSUs with high probabilities of location
can be observed close to train stations and/or highways (the combination of both factors
corresponding usually to a secondary city). Variations in the spatial structure of the
probability of location through BSU levels can also be observed on the maps of the
predicted probability of location (Figure 3).
If we aggregate the predicted probability of location by statistical ward to municipalities’
level, by summing the probability of all statistical wards belonging to the same municipality,
the resulting value is not equal to the probability of location predicted at the level of
the municipalities. Relative differences went from -336 to +88% for the Monocentric
case study (mean = -21%), and from -324 to +86% for the Polycentric one (mean =
-18%). Moreover, the correlation (Pearson) between original and aggregated values is
medium: 0,61*** for Monocentric and 0,52*** for Polycentric. And between the relative
variations through scales and the predicted probability, non-significant or low correlations
are observed (0,19 and 0,24**, respectively).
Hence, to explore these variations on a consistent way for the entire study area, a
clustering procedure was conducted. For the Monocentric case study, three clusters are
obtained. They are organized in concentric rings around the centre of Brussels (Figure 4)
and correspond respectively to relatively low (CL1m), medium (CL2m), and high (CL3m)
probabilities of location (see Figure A.2 in Appendix). Probabilities are significantly
weaker in CL1m than in CL2m, and in CL2m compared to CL3m, for all BSU levels (at
α = 0, 05).
For the Polycentric case study, the clustering produces five clusters. Although the
concentric structure from high to low probabilities also appears, with CL3p being the
city centre of Brussels, CL1p rural areas, and CL2p suburbs or secondary centers (Figure
4). Two particularities should be noted: CL4p and CL5p have similar values for smaller
BSUs, but relatively low values are observed at the municipalities level for CL4p, and the
opposite for CL5p (Figure A.3 in Appendix).
Note that for other specifications, the number of clusters (using the exact same
procedure) varies from four (model 2 and 5) to ten (model 4) for the Monocentric case
study, and from four (model 5) to eleven (model 4) for the Polycentric one. The spatial
pattern is also similar, although variations in the number of clusters make a formal
comparison difficult.
Figure 5 shows the differences in the predicted number of “new” jobs between mu-
nicipalities and statistical wards. Negative differences mean that more “new” jobs are
predicted at the statistical wards level than at the municipalities level, and positive differ-
ences the opposite. The spatial structure of the variations is similar for the two activity
sectors, which was expected since identical specifications are used, and the parameter
estimates are of the same sign. The correlation (Pearson) between the number of new
jobs predicted by statistical wards and municipalities is of 0,62*** for the Monocentric
case study, and also of 0,62*** for the Polycentric case study. Greater variations are
found for the former. They can be explained by the larger number of “new” jobs (3.419
versus 658) and by the lower number of BSU (62 versus 126). The municipality of
Brussels and secondary cities receives fewer jobs at the municipality level than at the
statistical ward level. On the contrary, more jobs are distributed (at the municipalities
level) in different small municipalities within the Brussels-Capital Region. In suburban
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Figure 3: Predicted probability of location for Monocentric (left) and Polycentric (right)
case studies. Discretization: quantile.
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Figure 4: Cluster of Statistical wards by predicted probability of location at different
scales
or rural areas, the differences are limited in magnitude. Negative differences are found
for municipalities close to transportation infrastructure, and positive differences for more
peripheral municipalities. Hence, for our benchmark model, the concentration of jobs in
cities appears to decrease with the size of the BSU.
5 Discussion
5.1 Consistency and limitations
The sensitivity analysis presented in this paper suffers several shortcomings that should
be mentioned. The literature shows that the econometric model used (linear-in-parameter
MNL model) is subject to many limitations when applied on spatial choice sets (see
Section 2). We specifically decided to stick to this model since it is the one used by
many LUTI models. Nevertheless, one may wonder if the best option would not be to
incorporate LUTI model’s specifications, allowing us to take into account spatial effect
(see e.g Guo, Bhat 2004, 2007, Sener et al. 2011, Alama´-Sabater et al. 2011); or use nested
logit models. Another drawback is that the specification of the model is limited to simple
variables and is identical for all BSU level, although Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın
(2004), de Palma et al. 2007 and our own findings show that location choice factors do
not act uniformly through scales. It can thus be argued that specifications tailored for
each BSU level could reduce the variations in the spatial structure of the probability of
location. Still, the choice of keeping the same specification for all BSU level comes from
the fact that the benchmark model performs better at all scales than any other estimated
specifications.
Operational implications, for LUTI models, of the sensitivity of DCM to the size of
the BSUs can only be partially explored by the stand-alone DCM presented in this paper.
The main reason is that the utility of each BSU is assumed here to be constant. There is
no feedback effect decreasing the utility of one BSU when its number of jobs increases. In
a complete LUTI model, feedbacks can arise from several factors. For instance, if the
job density is used as an independent variable with a negative parameter estimate, an
increase in the number of jobs in one BSU in t0 will decrease the utility of this BSU
in t + 1. Another potential feedback is that the travel time to Brussels may increase
when the number of jobs increase due to congestion effect simulated by the transport
component of the LUTI model. If such feedbacks are present, the distribution of “new”
jobs by a LUTI model would not be identical to the one simulated here.
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Figure 5: Differences in the number of new jobs (Municipalities – Statistical wards;
discretization: Jenks)
5.2 Sensitivity of DCMs to the size of the BSUs
The variations observed among parameter estimates between BSU level were expected,
given previous works on the MAUP (Amrhein 1995, Arbia 1989, Fotheringham, Wong
1991; for DCM see Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın 2004, de Palma et al. 2007. This work
thus confirms that such variations can be expected in all applications of DCM. Moreover,
the size of the BSUs does not influence the sign of parameter estimates, meaning that the
influence of a given factor on utility remains positive or negative through scales, but that
its intensity varies. This latter result can also be observed in the works of Arauzo-Carod,
Manjo´n-Antol´ın (2004) and de Palma et al. 2007, which suggest that it may be valid for
other applications as well.
On the contrary, the exact direction and magnitude of variations observed in param-
eter estimates are obviously specific to our case studies: in particular, the absence of
regularities in the variations among BSU levels. Depending upon the variable, the highest
differences between parameter estimates can be observed between statistical wards and
sections (DIST TRAIN, for the Polycentric case study), between sections and former
municipalities (TIME BXL, for the Monocentric one) or between former and current
municipalities (DIST TRAIN for Monocentric, TIME BXL for Polycentric). Moreover,
these variations are not monotonous: for the Monocentric case study, parameter estimates
increase (in absolute terms) between statistical wards and former municipalities, but
decrease for municipalities (except for TIME BXL where a stabilization is observed). For
Polycentric, an increase (in absolute terms) is observed between statistical wards and
former municipalities, followed by stabilization. Again, there is no indication that this
non-monotony can be generalized to other data sets or case studies, since other works
assessing the influence of the MAUP on DCM (Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın 2004,
de Palma et al. 2007) rely on only two different levels of analysis.
Hence, predicting or controlling variations of parameter estimates through scale is not
straightforward, since these variations do not seem to be directly linked to the size of the
BSUs. A potential reason is that administrative units do not correspond to the land-use
structure, even if the modellers are often constrained to use such areal units, for data
availability reason, and because they remain a relevant unit for policy making. Again, in
the absence of comparable analysis in other works, it is difficult to assess the extension of
these findings. Since the probability of location in a zone i depends on the utility of i
and of all other zones (see Equation 1), we expect that they will remain valid for other
case studies.
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5.3 Sensitivity of DCMs to misspecification issue
For our case studies, magnitude of the parameter estimates variations are comparable
between BSU levels and specifications, since significant differences are observed in most
cases (see Tables A.1 and A.2 in Appendix). Contrary to variations across BSU levels, sign
change can be observed in parameter estimates and appear to be linked to the correlation
structure between explicative factors. Hence, the direction of these variations suggests
that differences in parameter estimates between BSU levels and between specifications
are not of the same nature.
Previous works (Amrhein 1995, Briant et al. 2010) found larger variations of parameter
estimates between specifications than between BSU levels, while here significant differences
between pairs of parameter estimates are observed as frequently between BSU levels
than between specifications. The use of a different econometric model may constitute an
explanation, and scales are not perfectly comparable. Briant et al. (2010), for instance,
work on France, and with larger areal units. The high degree of similarity between
specifications in terms of independent variables is also likely to reduce the differences
between parameter estimates. Hence, in this work, spatial biases are found to be of
comparable magnitude with misspecification issues. The location choice models remain
here very simple. The comparison of different specification should thus be seen as a
methodological precaution (to be sure that spatial biases are worth worrying about), and
certainly not as a complete analysis of misspecifications issues in DCM. Hence, this result
should be considered as specific to our case studies, rather than as generalizable.
5.4 Influence of scale on the spatial structure of the probability of location
The third research question addressed by this paper focused on if the size of the BSUs
influences the spatial structure of the predicted probability of location (let us recall that
the case studies correspond to two activity sectors: services and industrial activities). The
answer appears to be yes. For instance, the municipality of Ottignies-Louvain-La-Neuve
(see Figures 3 and A.1b in Appendix) exhibits, for the Monocentric case study (i.e. for
jobs in services), a strong dichotomy between its western part (mostly residential and
where low probabilities are observed) and its eastern part (that shows high probabilities),
which is close to a highway and currently occupied by an office park. Nevertheless,
boundaries of larger BSU level (especially the former municipalities) do not follow this
internal structure, which disappears for the larger BSU levels.
More precisely, aggregation into larger BSUs leads either to a “dilution” or, on the
contrary, to a “diffusion” of the high probabilities predicted at the statistical wards level.
The first process means that statistical wards with a high probability of location are
“diluted” when aggregated into larger BSUs, ending up with a municipality having a
relatively low probability of location. The second process occurs when the importance of
statistical wards with a high probability of location is larger. In this latter case, these
high probabilities are “diffused” to the larger BSUs, ending up with a municipality having
a relatively high probability of location (as in Ottignies Louvain-La-Neuve).
Results show that these processes have a limited influence for the Monocentric case
study, where one cluster corresponds to relatively low probabilities of location at all scales,
another to medium probabilities, and the third one to high probabilities. Moreover, the
concentric structure of these clusters, centered around the Brussels CBD, is consistent
with the urban structure. Statistical wards belonging to the “medium” CL2m cluster
that are scattered within the “low” CL1m cluster encompass secondary employment
centres (Wavre, Louvain-La-Neuve and Halle). Note that the distribution of the predicted
probability of location is highly skewed, which explains why CL2m shows a negative
deviation from the global median (Figure A.2 in Appendix).
For the Polycentric case study (i.e. jobs belonging to industrial activities) the situation
is more complex. “low”, “medium” and “high” clusters are also found, respectively CL1p,
CL2p and CL3p, and their spatial extension are close to the one observed for the
Monocentric case. This similarity can be explained by the fact that identical specifications
are used for both case studies, and that the parameter estimates are of the same sign. The
study area being larger, the “medium” (CL2p) cluster encompasses extra secondary cities:
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Aalst, Mechelen and Leuven, while the “low” (CL1p) cluster corresponds to most of the
rural parts of the study area. Two additional clusters can be observed. CL5p corresponds
to statistical wards for which the probability of location is relatively larger for larger
BSUs than for the small one, while the opposite situation is observed for CL4p. In terms
of spatial structure, CL5p is composed of low-density statistical wards located within the
boundaries of the municipalities of the above mentioned secondary employment centres
(while the statistical wards where the jobs are actually located in these municipalities
belong to CL2p). CL4p is found surrounding isolated CL2p’s statistical wards, or next
to CL1p. It is composed of statistical wards that are generally close to spatial units
belonging to CL2p, but located on the other side of a municipality boundary. Hence, the
relative extension of potential employment centres depends on the scale of the analysis.
On the first hand, when the size of the BSU level increases, some statistical wards could
become part of an employment centre: this is the “diffusion” process observed for CL5p.
On the other hand, some statistical wards are “diluted” into a rural neighbourhood, as
for those belonging to CL4p.
5.5 Operational implications and recommendations
The last step in this paper is to assess if the distribution of “new” jobs among BSU levels,
proportional to the predicted utility level, varies when observed at different scales. Again,
the answer appears to be yes. For our case studies, large differences can be observed
in the absolute number of new jobs per municipalities, and a strong spatial structure
emerges: the larger BSUs lead to a lower concentration of jobs in urban areas (Figure 5).
Hence, even if the experiment performed here shows that the distribution of new jobs is
similar through scales (high correlation for the number of new jobs per BSU, see Section
4), it also shows that employment centers can gain more or less importance during the
simulation, depending upon the size of the BSUs used.
The nature of the BSUs for which the DCM predicts a high probability of employment
location can explain these findings. Such BSUs correspond either to (a) actual employment
centers (i.e. a BSU where a large number of jobs are located) or (b) to BSUs having similar
intrinsic characteristics as these employment centers, even if the number of jobs located
in them is presently small. The latter employment centers are less frequent for larger
BSUs than for small one, for two reasons. First, a larger size means that adjacent BSUs
are less likely to be exactly similar to each other. Secondly, the lower number of larger
BSUs means that the distribution of the probability of location is less continuous. Hence,
the spatial heterogeneity increase with the size of the BSUs (although the variation range
of independent factors is lower, see Table 2), which may explain the higher heterogeneity
in terms of predicted probability of location. However, this spatial heterogeneity does not
explain the differences observed when the probability of location at the statistical wards
level is aggregated into municipalities (see Section 4.4). Again, these results are specific
to our case studies, and we have no indications that they extend to other datasets or case
studies.
It is, however, possible to draw from them different recommendations that have
a general validity. Stand-alone applications of DCM to study employment location
choices will assess the relative importance of each location choice factor (e.g. accessibility,
economies of agglomeration, etc.) by comparing parameter estimates. This paper, in
line with Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın (2004) and de Palma et al. (2007), shows that
comparing such factors between case studies is extremely risky when areal units of varying
size are used.
LUTI models such as UrbanSim or ILUTE rely on the probabilities of location
estimated by the DCM to distribute new/relocating agents during iterations of the model.
Variations in the spatial structure of the high probability of location thus have important
operational implications for land-use planning: they mean that the locations having the
best potential for future employment location can change with by the size of the areal
units used in the model. These variations in the spatial structure of the probability of
location are not straightforward to predict, as showed by the structure of the clusters
for the Polycentric case study. The reason is that they depend simultaneously on three
elements: (1) the variations of parameter estimates over scales, (2) the variations of the
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descriptive statistics of the explanative factors, which affect the utility level of each BSU,
and (3) the number of these BSUs (the sum of the probability of location is equal to
one). Hence, all other things being equal, an increase in the utility of one BSU leads
mechanically to a decrease in all others. Given the growing popularity of LUTI models
for land-use planning and environmental policy evaluation (see Rodrigue et al. 2009),
this potential source of bias in the final situation predicted by a LUTI model should be
assessed in further works.
Policy implications are limited, since the lower importance in an employment centre
observed for larger BSUs is a result specific to our case studies. However, these case studies
correspond to the identification of employment sub centres. Hence, prior to estimating a
DCM of employment or firm location choices, a careful exploratory spatial data analysis
of the distribution of jobs should be conducted, in order to identify these employment
sub centres at different scales and to compare their importance and localization. Even if
economic activities still tend to cluster into office parks (Archer, Smith 1993), a multi
polarization trend has long been observed in cities (Ladd, Wheaton 1991), and many
studies have attempted to identify the sub centres of employment. Nevertheless, no
consensus appears on the appropriate methodology (Redfearn 2007): traditional cut-
off approach such as in the seminal work of Giuliano, Small (1991) on Los Angeles,
locally weighted regressions (McMillen 2001, McMillen, Smith 2003), local measure of
spatial autocorrelation (LISA, see Anselin 1995, Riguelle et al. 2007) or DCM used on
Dallas-Fort Worth (Shukla, Waddell 1991). Given the sensitivity of econometric method
parameter estimates to the size of the areal units demonstrated in the literature, the use
of non-parametric methods (such as the LISA) should be preferred.
6 Conclusion
This paper provides an analysis of the sensitivity of Discrete Choice Model to the size of
the spatial units used as the choice set. The findings are consistent with the literature on
the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (see Arbia 1989, Fotheringham, Wong 1991) and can
be summarized as follows: First, a significant influence to the size of the BSUs is found
for parameter estimates of the DCM and, consequently, on the predicted probability
of selection of the alternatives in the choice set. It allows for extending previous work
(Arauzo-Carod, Manjo´n-Antol´ın 2004, de Palma et al. 2007) to a broader range of scales,
by showing that similar conclusions can be drawn from an urban case study with a
smaller BSUs. Secondly, these variations are of the same order of magnitude than those
observed between specifications. If we compare these results to those of Amrhein (1995)
or Briant et al. (2010) , it suggests that the relative importance of spatial biases and
misspecifications issues depends on the case study and econometric methods considered.
Here, a comparable influence on the model is found. Finally, the distribution of new
jobs among the study area (using the probability of location predicted by the DCM) is
different between scales, meaning that potential employment centers vary with the size of
the BSUs.
These results, especially the latter one, have different operational implications. DCM
are used to forecast agents’ location choices in many LUTI models (see Wegener 2004).
Their outputs (e.g. the final number of jobs and households per BSU) may thus be
affected by using one level of BSU instead of another. Since such models are used to assess
a wide variety of land-use and/or transportation policies (Rodrigue et al. 2009), these
assessments may be affected by the size of the BSUs used in the LUTI model. However, to
our knowledge, the sensitivity of LUTI models to the size of the areal units has, until now,
not been controlled, and should be assessed for in further works. More direct implication
can also be highlighted. For instance, the recommended location of future business parks
may be affected by the size of the BSUs used in the model. Hence, ignoring spatial biases
may lead to wrong-headedness in policy recommendations. A careful exploratory analysis
should be conducted prior to estimating the model to avoid these problems. Overall,
this paper shows that an excellent knowledge of the study area is vital for modelling
employment location choice, not only of the structure of the economy, but also of the
spatial structure of the study area and of the process modelled.
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A Appendix
Figure A.1: Study area and basic spatial units
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Table A.1: Pairwise t-test comparison of parameter estimates of the benchmark model
through BSU (*** = significant at alpha = 0.001; Bonferroni adjustment of p-value)
p-value
Variable BSU (1) BSU (2) Monocentric Polycentric
TIME BXL Municipalities Former muni. 0.05 ***
Sections *** ***
Stat. ward *** ***
Former muni. Sections *** ***
Stat. ward *** ***
Sections Stat. ward *** ***
DIST TRAIN Municipalities Former muni. *** ***
Sections *** 0.01
Stat. ward *** ***
Former muni. Sections *** ***
Stat. ward *** ***
Sections Stat. ward *** ***
DIST HGW Municipalities Former muni. *** 0.001
Sections *** ***
Stat. ward *** ***
Former muni. Sections 0.02 ***
Stat. ward *** ***
Sections Stat. ward 0.2 1
Figure A.2: Variations of predicted probability per cluster for the Monocentric case study
(box-plots width is function of the number of observations)
Figure A.3: Variations of predicted probability per cluster for the Polycentric case study
(box-plots width is function of the number of observations)
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Table A.2: Pairwise t-test comparison of parameter estimates between the benchmark
model and control specifications (*** = significant at alpha = 0.001; Bonferroni adjustment
of p-value)
p-value
BSU Variable Specification Monocentric Polycentric
Municipalities TIME BXL (4) 0.002 ***
(5) *** 0.004
DIST TRAIN (1) *** 1
(2) *** ***
(4) 0.9 ***
(5) *** 1
DIST HGW (1) *** 1
(2) *** ***
(4) 1 1
(5) *** 1
Former muni. TIME BXL (4) *** ***
(5) *** ***
DIST TRAIN (1) *** 1
(2) *** ***
(4) *** ***
(5) *** 1
DIST HGW (1) *** 0.01
(2) *** ***
(4) *** 1
(5) *** 0.02
Section TIME BXL (4) 0.1 ***
(5) *** ***
DIST TRAIN (1) *** 0.4
(2) *** ***
(4) 1 ***
(5) *** 1
DIST HGW (1) *** ***
(2) *** ***
(4) 1 0.08
(5) *** ***
Statistical wards TIME BXL (4) *** ***
(5) *** ***
DIST TRAIN (1) *** 0.02
(2) *** ***
(4) *** ***
(5) *** ***
DIST HGW (1) *** ***
(2) *** ***
(4) 1 ***
(5) *** ***
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